PARENTS/SUPPORTER CODE OF CONDUCT

•Referees: Like players and coaches, referees make decisions in the game.
We might not always agree, but that's football. Respect the officials at all
times, make the game about the players, not YOU.

•Encourage: As players and fans, we all want our teams to win and do well.
Provide encouragement and support to players, no matter how frustrating
it can get in the sidelines, you can be assured the person on the park feels
the same.

•Spectators: Holm Park is a fantastic venue to host supporters and allow
space for coaches and players to focus. As a Spectator you also represent
Clydebank Football Club therefore please conduct yourself in an
appropriate manner. At any venue be considerate of where you stand and
respect the playing area at all times

•Players: As a parent, you have a crucial part to play in the development of
your child. Guide them to follow the clubs key values in football and
importantly in life. Be a positive role model, let them play and learn to love
the game.

•Engage: If you hear or see spectator behaviour which falls short of the
clubs code of conduct, challenge it if safe to do so - or report it if
uncomfortable to the head coach or academy committee. We all have a
duty to build a positive reputation for the club and provide a safe
environment for the players to play.

•Coaches: All our coaches are volunteers, taking on roles which equate to a

full time job at times. Please keep that in mind, you might not always agree with a
coaches decision but that's life. Be respectful to all our coaches and support them
in trying to develop everyone within their squad the best they can be.

• Treat everyone as you wish to be treated yourself - with respect.

PARENTS/SUPPORTER CODE OF CONDUCT

CLUB CORE VALUES

•Bravery: Show character to lead by example and not be afraid to fail
•Accountability: Take responsibility for your own actions and things you can control
•Never Quit: Show resiliance and determination when facing challenges

•Knowledge: Always aspire to listen, learn and improve as an individual
•Independant: Be organised and prepared in everything you do
•Effort: Have a positive work ethic to do your best
•Sacrifice: Be committed and dedicated when representing the club

